Great Stuff™ Multipurpose Black Foam* is a ready-to-use, minimal expansion polyurethane insulating foam sealant that fills, seals and insulates gaps up to 1 inch. It expands to take the shape of gaps and cracks, creating a long-lasting, airtight and water-resistant seal.

Black in color, it naturally blends into the surrounding environment and is specifically formulated for both indoor and outdoor use. This multipurpose formulation can be used to fill gaps and cracks around the home, and in marine and automotive applications.

Great Stuff™ Multipurpose Black Insulating Foam Sealant is a simple, inexpensive way to minimize unwanted air flow and reduce condensation, and it can be used in many applications.***

**Features and Benefits:**
- Multipurpose interior/exterior use
- Use for up to 30 days with the Smart Dispenser™
- Fills, seals and insulates gaps up to 1 inch
- Black color allows cured foam to hide well and not be noticeable in shadows
- Expands to take the shape of gaps, creating a long-lasting, airtight and water-resistant seal
- Helps reduce unwanted noise and vibration
- Is a simple way to minimize unwanted air flow and reduce condensation
- Adheres well to stone, eliminating the need for a caulk adhesive (depending on the project)
- Adheres well to rock, wood, metal, masonry, glass, and most plastics
- Cures quickly 5-15 minutes, trims in one hour (moisture-cured)
- All-direction dispensing
- Paintable, stainable, sandable
- UL Classified
- ESR-1961
- CCMC 13074-L

Great Stuff™ Multipurpose Black Foam* is a ready-to-use, minimal expansion polyurethane insulating foam sealant that fills, seals and insulates gaps up to 1 inch. It expands to take the shape of gaps and cracks, creating a long-lasting, airtight and water-resistant seal.

Black in color, it naturally blends into the surrounding environment and is specifically formulated for both indoor and outdoor use! This multipurpose formulation can be used to fill gaps and cracks around the home, and in marine and automotive applications.

Great Stuff™ Multipurpose Black Insulating Foam Sealant is a simple, inexpensive way to minimize unwanted air flow and reduce condensation, and it can be used in many applications.***

**Introducing the new patent-pending Great Stuff™ Smart Dispenser™.**

This next generation of foam sealant dispensing is a game-changer:
- Reusable for up to 30 days; now use it again and again!
- No drip dispensing, eliminates mess
- Easy to use, greater control
- Fill gaps efficiently and quickly
- Available only from Great Stuff™ Insulating Foams!

**U.S. MADE**

**GREAT STUFF™ SMART DISPENSER™**

**USE IT AGAIN AND AGAIN!**
Where to Use Great Stuff™ Multipurpose Black

- Interior and exterior air sealing projects – including, but not limited to, insulation board joints, stud penetrations, plumbing penetrations, foundation/fill junctions, chimney bases¹ and eves
- Small gaps and cracks in the attic or garage
- Air conditioning lines, refrigerant lines, gas lines – service penetrations
- Repair of masonry walls, sidewalks, and porches
- Outdoor landscaping applications
- RV and vehicle undercarriages³
- HVAC applications
- Trailer/transportation repairs³
- Marine sealing applications***

**Note: Great Stuff™ Insulating Foam Sealants are not for use in aviation, or food/beverage contact, or as structural support in marine applications.

Meet the Great Stuff™ Foam Sealant Family:

- Great Stuff™ Gaps & Cracks* — Fills, seals and insulates gaps up to 1 inch.
- Great Stuff™ Window & Door* — Seals airtight to insulate and reduce drafts, drip-free. When applied properly, won’t distort or bow window and door frames.
- Great Stuff™ Fireblock* — Seals to impede fire and smoke with less mess.**
- Great Stuff™ Big Gap Filler* — Seals gaps up to 3 inches with less mess.
- Great Stuff™ Pestblock* — Blocks out ants, roaches, spiders, bees and more with no pesticides.
- Great Stuff™ Multipurpose Black* — Fills, seals and insulates indoor and outdoor gaps up to 1 inch.
- Great Stuff™ Pond & Stone* — Directs water flow with fish-safe adhesive and sealant.

¹ Skin of cured foam can discolor if exposed to natural light. Paint or coat foam for best results.
² 70°F ± 5°F and 50 ± 5% RH, 1 inch bead diameter, 6 inch length. Cure rate is dependent on temperature, humidity and size of foam bead.
³ Do not expose cured foam to temperatures above 240ºF (116ºC).

For more information visit us at greatstuff.com or call 1-866-583-2583

NOTICE: No freedom from any patent owned by DuPont or others is to be inferred. Because use conditions and applicable laws may differ from one location to another and may change with time, Customer is responsible for determining whether products and the information in this document are appropriate for Customer’s use and for ensuring that Customer’s workplace and disposal practices are in compliance with applicable laws and other government enactments. The product shown in this literature may not be available for sale in all countries or regions. DuPont assumes no obligation or liability for the information in this document. References to “DuPont” or the “Company” mean the DuPont legal entity selling the product to Customer unless otherwise expressly noted. NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN EXCEPT FOR ANY APPLICABLE WRITTEN WARRANTIES SPECIFICALLY PROVIDED BY DUPONT. ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING THOSE OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED. The buyer assumes all risks as to the use of the material. Buyer’s exclusive remedy or any claim (including without limitations, negligence, strict liability, or tort) shall be limited to the refund of the purchase price of the material. Failure to strictly adhere to any recommended procedures shall release DuPont Specialty Products USA, LLC or its affiliates, of all liability with respect to the materials or the use thereof. The information herein is not intended for use by non-professional designers, applicators or other persons who do not purchase or utilize this product in the normal course of their business.

DuPont Polyurethane Foam Insulation and Sealants

CAUTION: When cured, these products are combustible and will burn if exposed to open flame or sparks from high-energy sources. Do not expose to temperatures above 240ºF (116ºC). For more information, consult (Material) Safety Data Sheet (MSDS), call DuPont at 1-866-583-BLUE (2583) or contact your local building inspector. In an emergency, call 1-989-636-4400 in the U.S. or 1-519-339-3711 in Canada.

Great Stuff™ contains isocyanate and a flammable blowing agent. Read all instructions and (Material) Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) carefully before use. Eliminate all sources of ignition before use. Cover all skin. Wear long sleeves, gloves, and safety glasses or goggles. Not for use in aviation, or food/beverage contact, or as structural support in marine applications. Provide adequate ventilation or wear proper respiratory protection. Contents under pressure. Not to be used for filling closed cavities or voids such as behind walls and under tub surrounds, improper use of the product could result in the accumulation of flammable vapors and/or uncured material. Failure to follow the warnings and instructions provided with the product, and/or all applicable rules and regulations, can result in injury or death.

Building and/or construction practices unrelated to building materials could greatly affect moisture and the potential for mold formation. No material supplier including DuPont can give assurance that mold will not develop in any specific system.

DuPont™, the DuPont Dual Logo, and all trademarks and service marks denoted with ™, SM or ® are owned by affiliates of DuPont de Nemours, Inc. unless otherwise noted. © 2019 DuPont.